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TAG-Legal Participates
in Dubai Customs’ Combating
Counterfeiting Workshop
DUBAI - Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Legal (TAGLegal) has recently participated in a workshop
on Enforcing Intellectual Property Rights
and Fighting Counterfeiting organized by the
IPR Department of Dubai Customs.
The event was held in Dubai with the
attendance of 24 officers from Dubai
Customs and other relevant government
bodies across the UAE, as well as local
law firms and business owners.

Customs officers were able by the end of
the training to differentiate counterfeit
products of the participating brands from
original ones and became aware of the
most recent techniques used by infringers
to imitate goods.

The workshop, the second to be held since
the beginning of 2017, aimed at increasing
the awareness of Customs inspectors on
IP enforcement and protection, as well
as strengthening cooperation between the
TAG-Legal coordinated with Dubai governmental authorities and both local
Customs Department to hold this gathering law firms and business owners.
to increase its clients’ awareness on the
significance of protecting their trademarks The next workshops are set to be held
.
on September 21 and November 23. If
During the workshop, the attending you wish to participate or have further
brand owners underlined the features inquiries, please contact TAG-Legal
distinguishing their genuine products Dubai/ Mr. Laith Abu-Qauod, at the
highlighting at the same time the negative following email address:
and harmful effects of counterfeit goods uae@tag-legal.com
on consumers and businesses alike.
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Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization
Holds its Annual Meeting, Decides to
Expand to All Countries of the World
in All Services
AMMAN – Talal Abu-Ghazaleh
Organization (TAG-Org) held its 2017
Annual General Meeting entitled (100
Offices in 2018) at the Marriot Hotel in
Amman under the chairmanship of HE Dr.
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh with the participation
of more than 300 directors from the
Organization’s offices around the world.
The three-day annual gathering aimed at
drawing plans for the implementation of
the Organization’s strategy to expand its
presence and services in all fields across
the globe, in order to transform into a
global knowledge-based organization.
Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh addressed the attendees
expressing his pride for the Talal AbuGhazaleh staff and attributing the
organisation’s success and achievements
to their efforts and hard work, pointing
out that their performance challenged the
notion that international corporations are
restricted to certain regions.
“We are an international organization by
any criteria and the largest professional
service firm globally. We are by any
standard on top of the world; this has been
accomplished in 45 years of hard work
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by a great team: the Talal Abu-Ghazaleh
family,” Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh said.
Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh said that the
Organization passed through two evolution
stages; the First Evolution started in 1972
in Kuwait and ended in 1990, the second
from 1990-2017, and the Third Evolution
started this year to continue until 2030.
“We are moving into the Third Evolution.
TAG-Org 2017 AGM is a very important
and historic meeting because it is day one
of the Third Evolution during which we put
ourselves on the map as the global services
organization in every and major city in
the world; where all offices and liaison
offices render all TAG-Org professional
services. This requires a $4 million future
investment in the upcoming three years.”
During the sessions of the Conference,
many resolutions were passed for the
implementation of the Organization’s
strategy in expansion and for the provision
of its services at the highest standards.
In addition, Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh reviewed the
services presented by the Organization’s
offices or through a local partner which
include Translation, English Language

tag-legal.com

(Cambridge Certificate), Arabic Language
(Arabic Fluency Certificate), E-Archiving,
the Talal Abu-Ghazaleh International
Diploma in IT Skills (TAG-DIT), Digital
Training (Online), Outsourcing Services,
ISO, Market Research and Intelligence,
Market Surveys, Taxation and VAT,
Online Education, Company Registration,
Tenders, Chinese Language, Recruitment
and Human Resources.
During the meeting, Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh
presented honorary shields to managers
and employees who have contributed to the
success and excellence of the Organization.
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Moreover, Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh stressed
the significance of Corporate Social
Responsibility accomplished through
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Foundation which
is concerned with capacity building
of members of the society and the
implementation of TAG-Org’s mission in
giving back to the community.
On an additional note, TAG-Org
inaugurated a number of new offices in
different countries in 2017 including, but
not limited to, Nigeria, Brazil, Australia,
Germany, Indonesia, Malaysia, Italy
and Kazakhstan
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Dubai Economy Launches “Instant
License Service” to Get Commercial
Licenses within Five Minutes
DUBAI – The Business Registration and Licensing (BRL) sector at Dubai Economy has
launched the “Instant License Service” that enables businessmen and investors to obtain
their commercial licenses in one step within five minutes without having a company’s lease
or location for the first year only. They only have to present these documents for renewal.
The new initiative reduces the time required for business registration procedures and license
issuance by 90%.
All business activities can benefit from the initiative, except public and private shareholding
companies, through the various outsourcing centers in Dubai, and the Happiness and Smart
Lounges 24×7. Holders of general trade licenses can only use electronic services. Dubai
Economy has also identified a range of activities for external regulators that can benefit from
the initiative.
All business partners or one of them must be present while applying through the outsourcing
centers or the happiness lounges, and must provide a valid passport copy to all parties
(partner and manager), a residence visa copy and non-objection letter from the sponsor to
the foreign parties.
For general trade license procedures through the Smart Lounge or the website, applicants
must be personally present to create a new account for Dubai Smart ID and to obtain
a username with the original ID for accessing Dubai Economy’s website to access the
Instant License Service.
“The new service is in line with BRL’s vital role in promoting the sustainable economic
development and competitiveness of Dubai through targeted initiatives and the application of
best practices in areas such as ease of starting business, company registration, smart services,
and providing value-added services to license owners, and thereby creating a world-class
business environment,” said Omar Bushahab, CEO of BRL sector.
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Bushahab said Dubai Economy focuses on continuously developing the business
environment to remain competitive in line with the world-class infrastructure in the
Emirate. “We are guided by the vision of His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid
Al Maktoum, UAE Vice President, Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai, for Dubai to be
the preferred place to live, work and visit as well as a smart and sustainable city and a
pivotal hub of the global economy by 2021.”
“Launching the “Instant License Service” is part of Dubai Economy’s mission is to
support economic diversification and enhance competitiveness across all levels in
Dubai. We have made significant gains in this mission and launched varied initiatives
that have enabled sustainable economic development based on high-value-added
economic activities.”
“The ‘Instant License’ initiative reduces human interaction by 90% through automating
licensing procedures and easy access to a business license within five minutes. We
expect at least 2,000 commercial licenses to be registered in the last half of 2017,”
concluded Bushahab.
Source: Menaherald.com
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Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual
Property Selected One of the Top 10
Intellectual Property Firms in Chinas
BEIJING- Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual
Property (AGIP) has been selected one
of the top 10 Intellectual Property firms
in China and won the Best Trademark
Agency of the Year during a special
ceremony by China Intellectual Property
Forum held under the theme “Best
Practices of Quality and Value” at China
National Convention Center.

complete our mission in China after being
recognized all over the world. We are
proud of our relations with the government
and people of China and we will continue
in providing the best service in all fields.»

It is worth noting that AGIP has offices in
Shanghai, Beijing and Hong Kong. This
year, Chinese Vice-Premier Liu Yandong
during her official visit to Jordan visited
The selection was open for all registered Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Confucius Institute
IP firms in China, AGIP was the only non- and Talal Abu-Ghazaleh University.
Chinese company to reserve a place in the
In 2016, Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh was presented
top ten after a comprehensive evaluation
with the “China-Arab Friendship Outstanding
process by Power Nation IP Research
Contribution Award” during President Xi
Institute, one of the most powerful IP
Jinping’s visit to Egypt.
organizations and which is supported
by Chinese government; the committee The high-level Forum hosted by China
members responsible for the evaluation Intellectual Property News and World
process are high IP officials and senior IP Intellectual Property Organization Office
professionals from all over China.
focused on Internet copyright protection,
artificial intelligence protection, and the
HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, AGIP’s economic contribution of Intellectual
Chairman said: «Since its inception in Property.
1972, AGIP has embarked on a mission to
become the best in its field and today we Source: TAG-Org News
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Jordan Reduces Domain Name
Registration Fees
AMMAN - Jordan National Information Technology Center announced that new
official fees for registering country code domain names have been applied in Jordan as
of July 1, 2017.
The new official fees, which include top and second level domain names, have been
reduced by 50% from the prior fees.
The new official fees for registering a top level domain name became JD50 ($71) instead
of JD100 ($142), and the new official fees for registering a second level domain name
became JD25 ($35) instead of JD50 (US$ 71).
In light of the above, our total charges for registering a top level domain name in
Jordan are $130 (exclusive of VAT), and $90 (exclusive of VAT) for the second level
domain name.
For more information, please contact AGIP Jordan office at: jordan@agip.com
Source: Agip.com
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Registration is Now Available for
Trademark Owners before DED
DUBAI – Dubai’s Department of
Economic Development (DED) announced
the availability of trademark registration
to achieve the maximum control over the
markets and combat counterfeiting.

trademarks through the Department’s
internal portal, and report any suspected
counterfeiting to the trademark agent.

With the application of the new service,
DED’s inspectors will be able, during their
usual random patrols in the local markets,
to detect any imitation of the registered

To register your trademark or have
further details, please contact TAGLegal Dubai/ Mr. Laith Abu-Qauod, at
the following email address:
uae@tag-legal.com

The trademarks must be already registered
before the TMO before registering
The newly introduced service provides them before the Department, and the
brand owners with the highest level of registration before DED is separate from
the Customs recordation.
protection for their rights in Dubai.
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Saudi Court Receives 89 Commercial
Disputes on Average Daily
RIYADH — The Executive Court has reported that it received a total of 23,132
cases of commercial disputes and payment delays in the past nine months, Al-Riyadh
newspaper reported.
This is a 4 percent increase over the statistics for the same period last year.
The court said it received an average of 89 cases a day during the period. It said 38
percent of the cases (8,743) were in Makkah province while the Eastern Province had
2,563 cases.
The court said Riyadh had 2,263 cases, Asir 1,747 cases, Tabuk 1,276, Baha 1,011 and
Madinah 746 cases. Jazan had 354 cases, Hail 260, Qassim 184, the Northern Borders
127 and Najran 49 cases.
The Ministry of Justice has cooperated with the Ministry of Interior and the Passport
Department to give judges the authority to place a travel ban on the defendants who
have outstanding payments due on them
Source: Saudi Gazette Website
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Kuwaiti CITRA Begins Domain
Name Registration
KUWAIT CITY - The Communication and Information Technology Regulatory
Authority (CITRA) in Kuwait recently announced that it started receiving applications
for domain name registration.
It is worth mentioning that the Authority’s new internal procedures are now in place,
and there are no processing or policy changes.
Therefore, our clients are kindly requested to continue sending their instructions
regarding the registration of new domain names, so that we can register them directly
with the new registry.
For more information or inquiries, please contact us at: kuwait@agip.com, info@tagdomains.com
Source: Agip.com
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Where We Operate

General Administration
Email: taglegal@tag-legal.com

Karachi, Pakistan
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Abu Dhabi, UAE
Email: abudhabi@tag-legal.com

Khartoum, Sudan
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Algeria, Algeria
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Kuwait City, Kuwait
Email: kuwait@tag-legal.com

Amman, Jordan
Email: jordan@tag-legal.com

Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain
Email: bahrain@tag-legal.com

Beirut, Lebanon
Email: lebanon@tag-legal.com

Moscow, Russia
Email: eu@tag-legal.com

Cairo, Egypt
Email: egypt@tag-legal.com

Muscat, Oman
Email: oman@tag-legal.com

Damascus, Syria
Email: syria@tag-legal.com

New Delhi, India
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Casablanca, Morocco
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Nicosia, Cyprus
Email: eu@tag-legal.com

Doha, Qatar
Email: qatar@tag-legal.com

Ramallah, Palestine
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Dubai, UAE
Email: uae@tag-legal.com

Riyadh, KSA
Email: ksa@tag-legal.com

Jebel Ali Free Zone Area, UAE
Email: Jafza@tag-legal.com

Sana’a, Yemen
Email: mea@tag-legal.com

Jeddah, KSA
Email: ksa@tag-legal.com

Shanghai, China
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Kabul, Afghanistan
Email: asia@tag-legal.com

Tunis, Tunisia
Email: mea@tag-legal.com
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